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Three types of convincing arguments (Aristotle 384-322 B.C.)

PATHOS based on emotion, 
feelings, sensations

ETHOS based on common 
opinion, doxa, accumulated 
experience 

LOGOS based on science, 
logical reasoning, deduction
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DATA and TOOLS to hierarchize impacts 

PATHOS
(emotion, feelings, 
sensations)
ETHOS
(common opinion, 
doxa, accumulated 
experience) 
LOGOS
(science, logical 
reasoning, deduction)
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Feelings , opinions, representations, personal views

Surveys of general population, interviews of affected people

Reports, collective expertise, social norms, rules, guidelines

Expert panel, Delphi, reports

Scientific papers, books, databases

Computer modeling, multicriteria methods (ELECTRE, AHP…)



EXAMPLES IN SOCIAL LCA
Sources of data Kind of tool to hierarchize

impacts
examples in social LCA

Feelings , opinions, 
representations, personal
views

Surveys of general population, 
interviews of affected people

interviews of affected people, 
surveys of individuals by 
questionnaires 

Reports, collective expertise, 
social norms, rules, guidelines

Expert panel, Delphi, reports Commision on the Social 
Determinants of Health
(WHO, 2009)

Scientific papers, books, 
databases

Computer modeling, multicriteria
methods (ELECTRE, AHP…)

World3 model (Meadows et 
al, 1972)
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Suggestion of a classification of methods to 

hierarchize impacts in social LCA

Depending on:

- type of arguments/data 
(PATHOS/ETHOS/LOGOS)

- scale of the impacts 
(Micro/Meso/Macro-economic)
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CLASSIFICATION OF METHODS TO
HIERARCHIZE IMPACTS IN SOCIAL LCA

Scale

Source of 
arguments/data

Micro-economic
(household, one 

worker, user)

Meso-economic
(company, value-

chain, village)

Macro-economic
(Nation, 

continent)

Pathos interviews surveys
questionnaires 

?

Ethos ? Known social 
determinants of 
health in rural 

villages

Known social 
determinants of 

health at Nation scale

Logos ? Model at the value-
chain scale, pathway

equation, matrix 
pathway

Macro-scale model 
(World 3)
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Let's see in which box 
of this classification 
each of the papers 
represented in this 

session falls !

Source: Wikimedia Commons
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WHERE IS IT?
Scale

Source of 
arguments/data

Micro-economic
(household, one 

worker, user)

Meso-economic
(company, value-

chain, village)

Macro-economic
(Nation, 

continent)

Pathos Bouillas (mobility) Lehmann (sector), 
Chaib (sector), Falk 

(one company)

?

Ethos ? Cappuyns (group of 
companies)

Known social 
determinants of 

health at Nation scale

Logos ? Model at the value-
chain scale, pathway

equation, matrix 
pathway

Macro-scale model 
(World 3)
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Thank you for your kind attention.

Catherine.Macombe@inrae.fr
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